
UPGRADE RULES
How To Add Some Spice To THe UncHArTed SeAS modelS

AIR HUNTER (weapon)
This weapon is designed to track and eliminate aerial threats and all 
attacks from this weapon against a flying model receive a +1 to its AD 
dice rolls.

ARCANE AMPLIFIER
Magic cards cast from this model are only countered on a roll of 3+ 
and receive a +1 to any effects rolls.  As long as at least one friendly 
model with Arcane Amplifier is still in play, Magic Turn cards are only 
countered on a roll of 3+.

ARCANE BLAST
On any turn that you do not use Arcane Amplifier, this model can make 
a magical attack on a non-submerged enemy model within Range Band 
1 and Line of Sight (LoS).  Roll 1D6, on a 5+ that model takes 1 point of 
hull damage.  Arcane Blast can be Countered as if it were a Magic card.

ARMOURED BELLY
This model has particularly heavy armour on its underside.  Against 
all attacks from non-flying models in Range Bands 1-2, this model 
receives +1 to its CR rating.

ARMOURED FORECASTLE
The forecastle (or in some cases the aftercastle) on this ship has been 
reinforced as a defensive structure to resist enemy boarding attempts.  
When boarded by another ship, this model takes two less casualties 
than the number of hits rolled for the first round of the boarding action.

BLINDING FLASH
For the first round of a Boarding Action initiated by this model, your 
crew gains a +1 to hit and the enemy crew has a -2 to hit.   If this model 
is boarded by an enemy, they can attempt to use Blinding Flash and 
succeed on a 4+.

COORDINATED ASSAULT
Specially trained in cooperative boarding assaults, if two or more 
models from the same squadron are boarding the same target model, 
they each receive a +1 bonus to hit in a Boarding Action.

CUMBERSOME FLIER
This flying model is hit on a 4+ by gunnery attacks from non-flying 
models.

DEATH SHRIEK
If this model does not attack this activation, it may use Death Shriek.  
Enemy models within Range Band 1 must pass a D6 roll or suffer a -1 
on all AD, DF, and MD rolls until the end of their next activation.  Small 
and Tiny models pass on a 4+, Medium models pass on a 3+.  Larger 
models, nonliving models, submerged models, and submarines are 
not affected by Death Shriek.  A model may only be affected by Death 
Shriek once per turn. Death Shriek is not an attack and does not trigger 
Defensive Fire, but it does leave this model open to active turn DF until 
its next activation.

DRACONIC BLESSING
This model is immune to any additional effects caused by a Dragon’s 
breath attack.  It does not apply to effects caused by playing a card.

ELITE CREW
Highly trained and always ready for battle, the crew of this ship receives 
a +1 bonus to its Melee Dice (MD) rolls when involved in a Boarding 
Action or Defensive Fire.

FLAME WEAPON (weapon)
If this weapon matches or exceeds the DR of a target, the target also 
receives one Fire token.  If this weapon matches or exceeds the CR of a 
target, you place two Fire tokens instead.

FLAMMABLE GASES
If this model is On Fire when it is destroyed it will explode as per a 
Magazine Explosion in the Critical Hit Table.

FREE FLOATING
If this Flying model becomes derelict and is not tethered to land or 
attached to another model, this model will drift with the wind direction 
at its maximum movement rate until it reaches a table edge, at which 
point it is removed from the table.

HARD IMPACT (weapon)
Models damaged by this weapon are knocked back directly away from 
the source of the attack if they are smaller than this model. Models 
which are one size class smaller are knocked back up to 1”, models 
which are two or more size classes smaller are knocked back up to 2”.  
This may cause collisions to occur.  If the model cannot move at all due 
to already being in contact with something it will still cause collision 
damage as if it were a new contact.

HULL BREAKER
If the DR of a Target model is matched or exceeded in a ram then 1 
Holed Below token is placed on the model and the target loses 1 Hull 
Point. If the CR rating is matched or exceeded you place 2 Holed Below 
tokens on the target model and lose 2 Hull Points. If the CR of a model 
is doubled you place 3 Holed Below tokens and lose 3 Hull Points. If it 
is trebled you place 4 Holed Below tokens on the target and lose 4 Hull 
Points.

HULL RIPPER
When this model damages a surface target with a ram, roll a D6.  On 
a 4+ place an additional Holed Below token on the target and place 
the model that inflicted the damage with its rear end touching the 
opposite side of the target model, as if you had just passed underneath 
it in a straight line, but not touching any other model or solid terrain.  
If there is not room to place the model, you may NOT use Hull Ripper.  
The additional movement from the Hull Ripper rule CAN allow this 
model to exceed the normal movement rate.

IRON RAM
When this model performs a Ram, it reduces the damage against itself 
by HALF. Therefore, if it Rams a model with 4 Hull Points, instead of 
suffering an attack of 4 AD it would suffer an attack of 2 AD. This rule 
DOES apply to a model that Rams an obstacle or terrain.

LETHAL STRIKE (weapon)
If this weapon matches or exceeds the DR of a target 1 additional Crew 
Point is lost.

We have created a set of what we call Model Assigned Rules. These are simple to use enhancements to a 
model that can give it flavour when in battle. Some ships have one, some have several and others have none. 

Please check a model’s STATISTIC card for details of which, if any, they have been assigned.



MURDER HOLES (MD)
This model is equipped to repel boarders by pouring boiling water, 
heated sand, acids, or other dangerous substances on attackers.  When 
boarded by an enemy model, you may roll an attack of the specified 
number of MD against them before the Boarding Action begins.

OARS
If this model has Dropped Anchor, it can rotate during its next 
activation INSTEAD of removing the Dropped Anchor token. Rotate the 
model from its centre point. Large models may rotate up to 90 degrees, 
smaller models may rotate up to 180 degrees.

PACK HUNTERS (weapon)
When a group of models that all have Pack Hunters Link Fire, the 
combined shot gains +1AD for each ship past the first.

PANIC DIVE
After an attack a model can roll to perform an emergency Panic Dive. 
A single D6 is rolled and on a result of 5 or 6 the vessel manages to 
slip beneath the waves IMMEDIATELY after its attack. You now use the 
normal underwater rules for working out shooting and boarding.  Only 
one token is placed when using Panic Dive.

PLAGUE GUN
The Plague Gun is a weapon that ONLY affects crew, ignore the DR and 
CR of the target, you roll the AD (modified by any damage) and add up 
the number of hits as normal. The target loses 1 Crew point per hit. 
The gun only hits on a 5 or a 6. Game Cards CANNOT be used with the 
Plague Gun. The Plague Gun DOES NOT affect non-living models. The 
Plague Gun CANNOT fire at Flying models or submerged models. The 
Plague Gun fires to the fore arc the width of the ship, including its oars.

POISON ARROWS
This ship received an additional 2 dice on all Defensive Fire rolls. If the 
DF fire from this model damages a living model then the model will 
also lose 1 additional Crew Point.

RADIAL FIRE
This model has FOUR 90 degree firing arcs (forward, back, left, and 
right) and may fire in any TWO arcs each time it is activated. 

REASSIGNMENT
If multiple models from the same squadron win a boarding action 
together or collide with each other, they can redistribute their 
remaining crew among themselves - but no ship may exceed its 
original crew rating. Any model reduced to zero crew by Reassignment 
is destroyed. Reassignment occurs before any removal of derelict ships 
for that turn.

RECYCLE
For each model destroyed by Reassignment, you may remove one point 
of hull damage on another model that was involved in Reassignment.

RED RAM
If a Ram Rating is colored RED then this vessel has been upgraded to 
make it even more deadly when it impacts another vessel.  If the DR of 
the target model is matched/exceeded it causes a critical hit as though 
it has matched/exceeded the CR of the target instead.  If the DR is 
doubled then two rolls on the critical table are caused and so on.

SHARPSHOOTERS (target number)
At any point during its activation, this model can make a Sharpshooter 
attack against one non-submerged, non-flying, non-Submarine model 
within Range Band 1. Roll 1D6, if the target number is met the model 
loses 1 Crew Point.  You cannot make a Sharpshooter attack and a 
Defensive Fire attack in the same turn.

STEAM BURST
When this model’s squadron activates, roll a D6.  On a 5-6, this model 
may move an additional 2”.  Roll once for the entire squadron.

SPOTTER
Once per turn, this model may attempt to Spot an enemy model within 
Range Band 2.  Roll a D6, on a 3+ all friendly gunnery attacks against 
that model gain +1 to hit for the rest of the turn. Multiple uses of 
Spotter do not stack.

STEAM BELLOWS (bonus)
When you initiate a Boarding Action, after having performed a Ram 
against a target model, the ship’s Steam Bellows give you additional 
Melee Dice (MD) during the FIRST round of the boarding action.  You 
do not get the bonus if you were rammed or in a collision.

STREAMLINED HULL
+1 SPEED bonus if this model moves and DOES NOT turn.

TETHER
This model can anchor over land.

TOUGH CREW
This battle hardened crew is ferocious in battle. All enemies involved 
in a Boarding Action fight with a -1 penalty to their Melee Dice (MD).

TOWERING
This model can make gunnery attacks against Flying models in Range 
Band 1. This model may draw Line of Sight (LoS) over non-Towering 
models and be targeted over non-Towering models.

TROLL ROCK THROWERS
Troll Rock Throwers act as turrets with a 360 degree arc of fire 
measured from the centre of the ship but do not lose AD as the ship 
is damaged, do not count as a gunnery attack, and cannot Link Fire or 
make Stern Rakes.  Only cards with the Creature icon can be played on 
Troll Rock Thrower attacks.  Troll Rock Throwers cannot fire at Flying or 
Submerged models.

UNDERWATER HUNTER (weapon)
ALL attacks from this weapon against a diving model receive a +1 to its 
AD dice rolls.
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